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The coherence and consistency of the case law in international investment arbitration has become a matter of concern. Apart from the odd instances of conflicting decisions concerning the same sets of facts there are now several areas in international investment law that have developed diverse lines of authority. This is despite the fact that most tribunals carefully examine previous decisions and follow precedents most of the time.

Two examples may suffice to illustrate the danger of conflicting case law and the disorientation that follows in its wake. One concerns so-called umbrella clauses. An umbrella clause is a provision in a treaty under which the States parties undertake to observe obligations they may have entered into with respect to investments. In other words, contractual obligations and other undertakings are put under the treaty’s protective umbrella. It is widely accepted that under the regime of an umbrella clause violations of a contract between the host State and the investor are treaty violations. It would seem to follow that a provision in a BIT offering consent to arbitration for violations of the BIT extends to contract violations covered by the umbrella clause.

But the meaning and consequences of clauses of this kind have turned out to be among the most controversial in international investment law. Some tribunals have given umbrella

clauses their full effect. Others have doubted the effect of such clauses and have held that they cannot be meant to extend the protection of an investment treaty to ordinary commercial contracts.

Another example concerns the applicability of most favoured nation (MFN) clauses in investment treaties to the provisions on dispute settlement in these treaties. Some tribunals have held that MFN status enabled the claimant to select the more favourable arrangements on dispute settlement in treaties between the respondent State and third States. Others have vigorously denied the applicability of MFN clauses to dispute settlement.

It is evident that a system that operates with a large number of differently composed tribunals is vulnerable to discrepancies of this kind. Even well meaning and competent arbitrators are unlikely to agree on all points all the time. Courts with a permanent composition are more likely to produce a consistent case law. But a permanent court for investment disputes is an unlikely goal, at least for the time being.

There are several conceivable methods to achieve a measure of harmonization in the decisions of tribunals. An appeals procedure would be one possibility. But appeals procedures carry obvious disadvantages and their establishment would encounter a number of obstacles only one of which is Article 53(1) of the ICSID Convention. Article 53(1) would have to be either amended, a near impossible task, or circumvented, which is awkward to say the least.

---


8 Article 53(1) of the ICSID Convention provides in relevant part: “The award shall be binding on the parties and shall not be subject to any appeal or to any other remedy except those provided for in this Convention.”
The most effective way to achieve judicial coherence and consistency is not necessarily to submit decisions to review and reversal. Appeal presupposes a decision that has been made already, that will be attacked for a perceived flaw and that may be revised and repaired.

Rather than remedy the damage after it has occurred, it is more sensible to address the problem of inconsistency through preventive action. A method to secure the coherence of case law that has been remarkably successful is to allow for preliminary rulings while the original proceedings are still pending.9 Under such a system a tribunal would suspend proceedings and request a ruling on a question of law from a body established for that purpose.

This procedure has been applied with a large measure of success in the framework of European Community law.10 It effectively secures the uniform application of European law by domestic courts in all member States through preliminary rulings of the Court of Justice of the European Communities (European Court). Article 234 (formerly Article 177) of the Treaty establishing the European Community (TEC) provides:

The Court of Justice shall have jurisdiction to give preliminary rulings concerning:

(a) the interpretation of this Treaty;
(b) the validity and interpretation of acts of the institutions of the Community and of the ECB;
(c) the interpretation of the statutes of bodies established by an act of the Council, where those statutes so provide.

Where such a question is raised before any court or tribunal of a Member State, that court or tribunal may, if it considers that a decision on the question is necessary to enable it to give judgment, request the Court of Justice to give a ruling thereon.

Where any such question is raised in a case pending before a court or tribunal of a Member State against whose decisions there is no judicial remedy under national law, that court or tribunal shall bring the matter before the Court of Justice.

Under Article 234 TEC, any national court or tribunal of a Member State may decide to refer a question with regard to the interpretation (or validity) of European community law to the

---


European Court, when a decision on that question is necessary to enable the national court to give a judgment. Where such a question is raised before a court of last instance, the court is under an obligation to request a preliminary ruling from the European Court.

Article 234 TEC ensures that questions regarding the interpretation of community law are referred to the European Court before the judgment is rendered. Article 234 TEC establishes the “interpretative monopoly” of the European Court with regard to community law and assures its uniform interpretation by national courts. Preliminary rulings help to avoid divergent interpretations and further the efficient application of community law ex ante. They are preferable to the frequently cumbersome appellate mechanisms which are engaged ex post.

The preliminary rulings procedure is based on the close cooperation between national courts and the European Court. It is widely accepted in practice and frequently used by national courts. Proceedings for preliminary rulings are always initiated by a national court and not by one of the parties.

The parties to the original proceedings as well as Community organs have the opportunity to submit observations in these proceedings. There is also a hearing. The preliminary ruling is rendered in the form of a judgment. The decision binds the domestic court that requested the ruling as well as any courts which may have to decide the same case in appeal. Preliminary rulings also have a strong impact on national courts in other cases dealing with the same or similar questions.

This procedure promotes the uniform interpretation and application of community law even before the judgment of the domestic court is rendered. Article 234 has turned out to be of seminal importance for the development of community law. It is through preliminary rulings that the European Court has developed some of the most central concepts and principles of community law. Specifically, Art 234 has been the principal means through which the relationship between the national and Community legal systems has been developed.

Adapted to investment arbitration this method could provide for an interim procedure whenever a tribunal is faced with an important question. Such an important question may be described as a fundamental issue of investment treaty application, a situation where the
tribunal wants to depart from a “precedent” or where there are conflicting previous decisions. In such a situation the tribunal might be required to suspend proceedings and request a ruling. Once that ruling has been forthcoming, the original tribunal would resume its proceedings and reach an award on the basis of the guidance it has received through the preliminary ruling. This method could become a successful means to ward off inconsistency and fragmentation.

A mechanism of this kind would require the establishment of a central and permanent body that would be authorised to give preliminary rulings. A permanent body of this kind would be less ambitious than a permanent court for the adjudication of investment disputes. It would not do away with the basic structure of current investment arbitration consisting of a multitude of individual tribunals. But, if successfully used, it could guarantee a large measure of harmonization without depriving the tribunals of their basic competence to adjudicate the cases submitted to them.

Preliminary rulings would leave Article 53 of the ICSID Convention untouched. A mechanism of this kind would not provide an appeal or remedy against awards contrary to the ICSID Convention. Preliminary rulings would not affect the principle of finality. The delay caused by a request for a preliminary ruling would be much more limited than an appeals procedure that sets in only after the original proceedings have resulted in an award. Whereas an appeals procedure might reach a measure of consistency through a costly and time consuming repair mechanism, preliminary rulings could help to prevent the development of inconsistencies in the first place.

A number of details would have to be worked out. One is under what circumstances a tribunal would request a preliminary ruling and whether it would be under an obligation to do so. Another question would be whether these rulings would bind the tribunal or would merely constitute recommendations. Not least, the composition of a body charged with giving preliminary rulings would require detailed discussion.